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' Let 0 be a subset of the n-dimensional complex space and let 

.. .(; := (z1 , ... , Zn). he the point of Q .with cordiµates Zl , ... , Zn and Jet X 

l?e li .. copipkx nonarchimedean Banach Space over nonarchimedean 

val1,1ed fiel.d F [2) with thy nonarchimedean norm topology. The 

purpose ofthe present note is to define a new.class of alm.ost periodic 

functions depending on parameters called nonarchimedean Banach 

valued almost periodic Junctions depending on parameters and to study 

some of its properties. 

Det'hlition I. A continuous functionf(,(, x) on Q x R, 

f(:(, x) : n x R -+ x is called almost periodic .in x E R, uniformly 

with respect to Z En, if for any e > 0, there exist a number l (e) > 0 

with the property that any interval of length l(e) the real line contains 

at least one point of abscissa 't", such that 

II f(z, x + -r) -f(,(, x) II < e, < E n, XER. 

A number" for which the aboye inequality holds is called an e- tran

slation number of the function /(,(', x) . The uniform dependence 

ori parameters follows from the fact that l (e) and "" are independent 

of,(. 
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Theorem 1. If a functionf(.?,, x) is almost periodic with values in X 

and uniformly with respect to Z E Q and if c is a complex number and 

a is real, then (i) cf (Z, x), (ii) J(?,,; x + a), (iii) J(Z, x); 

(iv) I f(Z, x) I, (v) l//(Z, x), where f(Z, x) > 0, are almost periodic 

. functions, Uniformly H'lfh respect tO Z E Q. 

The proof follows direectly from the definition of almost periodic 

functions. 

Theorem 2. An almost periodic function f(Z, x) with values in X and 

uniformly with respect to Z e n, where Q is a closed and bounded set, 

is bounded in the sense of nonarchimedcan norm. 

Proof. Let /(Z, x) be almost periodic function uniformly with respect 

to ,(EQ and /(1) the number corresponding to i:: = l, from the defin

-· itiun of almost periodic function on the set 0 X (0, l J, the function 

f(Z, x) is continuous and thus bounded. Let M > 0 be such that 

llf(Z, x) ll ,;;;;; M, (Z, x) E 0 x [O, l]. 

Consider a real number x and l - translation number 't' of f(Z, x) 

which belongs to the interv.il (- x, -,- x + l). Then 

!I /(Z, x) 11 = ii /(Z, x) - f(Z, x + -r) + /(Z, x + -r) 11 

<max {II f(Z, x + -r) ll, \; f\Z, x + 't') - f(Z, x} ii} 

<max {i\f, I} 

= m, 

which sho-.vs that function /(Z, x) is bouncl~d. 

Theorem 3. A no.'iarchimedean Banach valued almost periodic fimc

tion f(Z, x) depending on parameter Z E Q (closed and bounded set) is 
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uniformly continuous on Q x R. 

Proof. Let i:: be a positive number in the definition of almost periodic 

function and letl = l (e/3) > 0 which corresponds to z/3. 

The functionf(Z, x) is continuous .on the set Q X [ _:_ l, 1 + /] a:nd 

hence it is uniformly rnntinuous. 

Let 3 = '&(s/3) > 0, a < l, we have 

provided that 

Finally, let (Z2, X2) and (Z1, X1) be any two points of n x R such 

that I Z2 - Z1 j < i;, I X2 - X1 I < ~. 

If' is an (e/3) -- translation number in the interval [- xi. - x1 + l] 
then we have 0 ~ .x1 + ' ~ l, - l < x2 + ' ~ I + l. 

Therefore (Z2, X2 + -r), (Zv X1 +•)En x [ - I, l +/].Thus 

< E, 

which completes the proof. 

Theorem 4 If {f,,(,(, x) } be.a sequence of almost periodic function 

w.ith values in X and uniformly depending on parameters ,(En and if 
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n!!': f,,(Z, ~) = f(Z, x) uniformly on n x R in the sense of converg"'" 

ence in the nonarchimedean norm, then f(Z, x) is almost periodic. 

· Proof. For each e: > 0, there exists a natural number N(e:)s:uch that 

llf,,(Z, x) -f(Z, x) II < e:/3, (Z, x) € n x R, n ';P N(c.) ... (I) 

we fix no for which (I) is true, and consider ( e:/3) determi~ed from the 

almost periodicity off no and 't' an (e:}3) - t,ranslation number of 

fn
0 

(Z, x). 

For any (Z, x) € .Q x R we have 

ll f(Z,x+-r)~f(Z,x) H =II f(Z,x+~) - ln/(Z,x+'t') +fno (Z,x+'t') 

- f,n · 1Z, x) + f.n (Z, x) - f(Z, x) II 
. . 0 0 ' 

<;max {II f(Z, x+r)- fn (Z, x+'t') 11, trfn (Z,x+") - f.n '(Z, x) II 
. 0 0 0 

t\f (Z, x) - f(Z, x) II } 
no 

< c., 

which proves the almost periodic! ty of f(Z, x). 

Definition 2. A continuous function f: n x R ->xis called normal 

if any set of translates off h"s a subsequence, uniformly convergent in 

the sense of nonarchimeclean norm. 

Theorem 5 The necessary and sufficient candition for a function 

f(Z, x) to be almost periodic, with values in X, uniformly with respect to 

z € n, wh'e're n is a closed and bounded set, is tiiat it be norinal on 

fl X R. 
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Proof. The necessary condition can be proved by the following well 

known method of diagonal extraction. 

L,et { fhn (Z, x) } be a sequence of translates of f(Z, x), and S = 

{Sn}be a dense sequence in .Q x R, Let {fh (Z,x)}be the subsequence 
in 

of {fh,. (Z, x)} convergent in S1. Applying the previous argum~nt to 

.{ f,h (Z, x) }, choose a subsequence { fh (Z, x) } converging in S2• 
111 211 

Continuing in this way, we have the diagonal sequence {fl (Z, x)} 
11nn 

which converges pointwise in S. Let us denote it by { fk,. (Z, x)}. Now 

·we will show that this sequence converges uniformly on .Q X R in the 

sense of nonarchimedean norm. 

Consider a number l = 1 (E/5) > 0 and a = a (E/5), We cover 

the set .Q X [O, lJ with a finite number of intervals of length less than 

a. and in each of these intervals we choose one point of the set S· Thus 

we obtain a finite set So = { r1, r2 ,. ••• l'p }, and so the sequence 
{f1 (Z, x) } is uniformly convergent in S. Therefore, there exists a t(n 

natural number lV(r;;/5), such that m, n > N(r;;/5) we have 

11 //., (Z, n) -Jk· (Z,n) 11 < r;;/5, i _:_ I, 2, , p. 
\"11 m 

Let' be an (s/5) - translation number in [- t, - t + !] and let 

l'i be a point from So for which I t + ' - r; I < a. For n, m > N 

(c./5), it follows that 

llfktj (Z, t) - fk,,, (Z, t) II= 11/(Z, t +kn) -f(Z, t +km) II 

~max {II f(Z, t+k,~)-f(Z, t-f-kn+-.) II, 11 f(Z, t+ kn+-.)-j(Z,rt+kn) 11, 

II f(Z, rt-J-k,.) - f(Z, r;-1-km) II, II f(Z, rd-km) -j(Z, t+k,,,+-.) 11 , 

11/(Z, t+k:n + -.) -f(Z, t+km) II} 
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whic.h shows that the sequence { fkn (Z, x) }, satisfied the Cauchy uni· 

form convergence condition. 

The sufficient condition can be proved in the same way as Theorem 

1-10 of [I]. 

Th~drem 6. 'If Q is a closed and bounded set, the sum and product of 

tit10 almostperiodic functions with values in X depending on parameter 

are aJmost periodic functions with values in X, depending on parameter. 

Proof': Letj(Z, x) and g(Z; x) be almost periodic functions with 

vah1e:; in nonarchimedean Banach space ~nd depending on parameter 

and let {hn} be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers. 

To prove the almost periodicity of the sum, it suffices to show that 

from the sequence of translates { fh,. (Z, x) + ghn ( Z, x) } one can 

extract a subsequence converging uniformly on) Q x R. From the 

sequence of translates { fhn. (Z, x) }, according to a hove theorem we 

choose a unifonnly convergent subsequence on Q x R, say { fl,, (Z, x)}. 

From the sequence of translates {ghn (Z, x) } we choose a subsequence 

uniformy convergen~ on. Q x R, say {gin ( Z, x). Then the sequence 

{J
111 

(Z, x) + g
111 

(Z, x) }, which is a subsequence of the sequence 

{fh,, (Z,x) + ~hn (Z, x)} is uniformly convergq1t oµ.Q X Rand the 

theorem is proved'. 

It is easy to show that the product of two almost periodic functi

ons is again almost periodic function using the identity 

f(Z, x) g(Z, x) = { [ JIZ, x) + g(Z, x) J2 - [f(Z, x) - g(Z, x)]2} 
. . 4 

In view of Theorem 1 .and Theorem 6, we have 
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Theorem 7. The set of all nonarchimedean Banach valued almost 

periodic functions dfpending .on PWC!meters is a lin(!ar space. 
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